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 Preface 
 
 
Community Benefit Agreements (CBAs) – project-specific contracts between developers and 
community organizations – are safeguards to ensure that local community residents share 
in the benefits of major developments.  They allow community groups to have a voice in 
shaping a project, to press for community benefits that are tailored to their particular 
needs, and to enforce developer’s promises.  
 
CBAs are critical because of the current “back to the city” movement.  For the first time in 
decades, many large U.S. cities are experiencing population growth.  Sports stadiums, 
entertainment arenas, hotels, office parks, “big box” retail outlets, upscale residential 
projects and other such developments are occurring much more often now in already-
inhabited areas.  These projects offer tremendous opportunities for low-and moderate-
income neighborhood residents, but hold tremendous risks as well.   
 
While many of these projects are bringing sorely-needed jobs and tax revenues back to 
areas that have been disinvested, there is usually no guarantee that the “ripple effects” of 
the projects will benefit those residents who need them most. CBAs give a role in the 
process to community residents, and help ensure that the people who remained loyal to the 
cities during the darkest years share in the benefits as urban areas are rediscovered.  
 
Developers of these large projects have a particular social responsibility, not only because 
they are moving into existing communities, but also because taxpayer dollars subsidize 
their projects.  Large redevelopment projects almost always benefit from subsidies such as 
land parceling through eminent domain, new streets and other infrastructure, property tax 
reductions or abatements, tax increment financing, and industrial revenue bonds or other 
loans. To learn more about such subsidies, see Good Jobs First’s research manual, No More 
Secret Candy Store.  
 
This monograph is intended to help community groups learn how CBAs work, and to 
explain many of the different kinds of benefits for which community groups can negotiate.  
As you will see, there is now a variety of precedents, and we hope that groups will be 
inspired by these examples to continue to push the envelope.  
 
A community group’s ability to win a CBA is directly related to how much power it has 
organized. For neighborhood organizations using this monograph, we assume that you 
have an organized power base built upon foundations such as block clubs, church-based 
committees, and/or labor unions. Nothing in this monograph takes the place of organizing, 
and having a great CBA proposal will get you nowhere unless people are organized.  
 
Ideally, CBAs or baseline community benefits will become a required part of every publicly-
subsidized development project.  Until that time, however, we will have to keep organizing. 
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If you have examples of additional kinds of benefits – or other agreements for the kinds of 
benefits outlined here – we’d like to hear from you. 
 
 
 
 

Greg LeRoy 
Good Jobs First 

 
 
 

Madeline Janis-Aparicio 
LAANE 
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Chapter One: CBA Basics 
 
 
What is a Community Benefits Agreement?  
 
A Community Benefits Agreement, or “CBA,” is a legally enforceable contract, signed by 
community groups and by a developer, setting forth a range of community benefits that the 
developer agrees to provide as part of a development project.   
 
A CBA is the result of a negotiation process between the developer and organized 
representatives of affected communities, in which the developer agrees to shape the 
development in a certain way or to provide specified community benefits. In exchange, the 
community group promises to support the proposed project before government bodies that 
provide the necessary permits and subsidies. The CBA is both a process to work towards 
these mutually beneficial objectives, and a mechanism to enforce both sides’ promises. 
 
 
How Does a CBA Relate to a Development Agreement?  
 
A development agreement is a contract between a developer and a city or county, outlining 
the subsidies that the local government will provide to the project. Development 
agreements go by different legal terms in different contexts. Redevelopment agencies 
usually sign “disposition and development agreements” when they sell land to developers; 
many cities call them “incentive agreements.” The term “development agreement” broadly 
describes all such contracts. Depending on local practice, development agreements may 
contain detailed information about the developer’s plans for the project and the subsidies 
the project will receive.  
 
We strongly recommend that a CBA be incorporated into any development agreement for a 
project, so that the CBA becomes enforceable by the government entity that is subsidizing 
the development.  Whether or not that occurs, a CBA should remain a separate, enforceable 
agreement between the developer and the community groups.  
 
Some projects receive a public subsidy without any development agreement; this is often the 
case when a project receives a tax abatement but no other subsidies.  In such cases 
community benefits will have to be set forth in a CBA if they are set forth anywhere.  
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When is a CBA Negotiated? 
 
A CBA is negotiated between the community groups and the developer before the 
development agreement is executed by the developer and government. The development 
agreement negotiations may be going on while the CBA is also being negotiated, but the 
CBA needs to be finalized first. Project construction comes last, only after there is a 
development agreement.  
 
 
What is the Developer’s Self-Interest in CBA Negotiations? 
 
Developers use CBAs to help get government approval for their development agreements. In 
exchange for providing community benefits, developers get community support for their 
projects. They need that support because they want their projects subsidized, and because 
virtually all development projects require a wide range of governmental permit approvals, 
such as building permits, re-zoning and environmental impact statements. Permit approvals 
almost always have some kind of public approval process, as do most development subsidies. 
For many projects, the degree of community support or opposition will determine whether 
the developer will receive the requested approvals and subsidies.   
 
 
What Kinds of Community Benefits Can CBAs Include? 
 
Benefits provided by a CBA can vary as widely as the needs of affected communities.  
Community groups should be creative in advocating for benefits tailored to their own needs. 
Each particular CBA will depend on the community’s needs, the size and type of the 
proposed development, and the relative bargaining power of the community groups and the 
developer. 
 
Benefits contained in a CBA may be provided by the developer or by other parties benefitting 
from the development subsidies, such as the stores that rent space in a subsidized retail 
development.  Some benefits can be built into the project itself, such as the inclusion of a 
child care center in the project, or the use of environmentally sensitive design elements such 
as white roofs that help avoid the “heat island” effect.  Some benefits will affect project 
operations, such as wage requirements or traffic management rules.  Other benefits will be 
completely separate from the project, such as money devoted to a public art fund, or 
support for existing job-training centers.   
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Benefits that have been negotiated as part of CBAs include: 
 

· a living wage requirement for workers employed in the development; 
· a “first source” hiring system, to target job opportunities in the development 

to residents of low-income neighborhoods; 
· space for a neighborhood-serving child-care center;  
· construction of parks and recreational facilities; 
· community input in selection of tenants of the development;  
· construction of affordable housing. 

 
Later chapters of this monograph contain more detail on these benefits.  
 
If community organizations are unable to negotiate what they want on a particular issue, 
they may instead negotiate a process to help achieve the same outcome at a later date.  
“Sunshine” or disclosure requirements are a good example of this.  Even if a developer will 
not agree to require tenants to pay a living wage, he may agree to require tenants to report 
their wage levels.  This information can later be used in living wage campaigns. Creativity 
and flexibility in the negotiation process will be well rewarded.  
 
 
Who Negotiates a CBA?  
 
CBAs are negotiated between leaders of community groups and the developer, prior to 
governmental approval of the project.  Sometimes a government agency will play an active 
role in CBA negotiations.  
 
Community-based organizations and labor unions press for CBAs containing strong community 
benefits.  Community-based organizations involved in CBA negotiations are formed by 
concerned citizens; they may be built upon traditional community organizing structures 
such as block clubs or church-based groups. These groups may coalesce with living wage 
campaigns, or with individual labor unions and/or with metro labor federations called 
central labor councils. Sometimes a coalition including many groups will form around a 
particular proposed development. In other situations, existing networks will take the lead.  
In either case, community groups and labor unions will need to appoint a steering 
committee or negotiating team of workable size to conduct negotiations with the 
developer.   
 
The developer will usually negotiate with community representatives to the extent he thinks 
he needs community support to move the project forward.  A representative from the 
developer, or the developer’s attorney, will conduct negotiations on his behalf.   
 
Government staff may or may not be involved in the CBA negotiations. While government 
staff and attorneys are busy negotiating the development agreement for the project, they 
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are sometimes content to leave to the community representatives the task of negotiating 
the CBA.  
 
Attorneys will have to become involved at some point, since CBAs are enforceable contracts, 
with real legal consequences for both the developer and the community groups. Ideally, the 
neighborhood organizations will start the negotiations directly with the developer, and 
attorneys for both sides are brought in to formalize the contract after an agreement has 
been reached.  In such cases the role of the attorneys is simply to memorialize, in a legally 
enforceable manner, the substance of the agreement.  However, one side or the other may 
wish to have an attorney help conduct its part of the substantive negotiations. If the 
developer negotiates through an attorney, community groups should probably negotiate 
through one as well.   
 
 
How is a CBA Enforced?  
 
How a CBA is enforced depends on who signed it and what enforcement provisions it 
contains.  As a CBA is a legally binding contract, it can only be enforced by a party that has 
signed it.  CBAs that are incorporated into development agreements can be enforced by the 
government, as well as by community groups.  
 
All CBAs should contain carefully-drafted provisions describing how commitments will be 
monitored and enforced.  We provide more detail on this issue in Chapter Seven. 
 
 
How are CBAs implemented?  
 
How a particular CBA is implemented depends on the benefits being provided.  Some 
benefits require ongoing implementation by several entities.  A local-hiring program, for 
example, may require employers to send notice of job opportunities and to interview certain 
candidates, while job training centers match applicants with available jobs and make prompt 
referrals.  Many community benefits require ongoing communication between community 
groups and the developer for a period of years after the opening of the development.   
 
On the other hand, some CBA responsibilities can be fulfilled well before the development 
opens, like a developer’s one-time payment into an existing neighborhood improvement 
fund.  Roles, responsibilities, and time frames should be clearly described in the CBA.   
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Don’t Most Development Projects Provide Local Benefits Without a CBA? 
 
Most developments provide some benefit to the surrounding communities, in the form of 
jobs, housing, or retail opportunities.  This is never the complete story, however.  There are 
many other questions about virtually any development: 
 
· Are the development’s benefits substantial enough to justify the public subsidy?  
 
· Do the benefits outweigh the costs, such as dislocation of homes and businesses, 

cannibalization of sales from existing retailers, increased vehicle traffic, and/or 
gentrification pressures? 

 
· Does the development sufficiently cushion the blow to those who will suffer the 

direct negative impacts of the development? 
 
· Does the development have an appropriate character and scale for the surrounding 

neighborhood?   
 
· Are the promised benefits reasonably certain to materialize?  For example, if the 

development promises jobs for residents of affected communities, is it clear that jobs 
will actually go to these residents? 

 
· Will jobs created pay enough that the government won’t have to subsidize the 

employees’ wages and benefits? 
 
If the answer to any of these questions is negative or unclear, community groups are right to 
have concerns about a proposed project, even when they believe it would provide some 
concrete benefits.  The CBA negotiation process is a mechanism for community groups to 
shape the development and capture more community benefits, hopefully leading to a better 
project with stronger community support.    
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 Example: The “Staples Deal” 
 
In May of 2001, a broad coalition of labor and community-based organizations – the 
Figueroa Corridor Coalition for Economic Justice – negotiated a comprehensive CBA    for 
the Los Angeles Sports and Entertainment District development, a large  multipurpose 
project that will include a hotel, a 7,000-seat theater, a convention center expansion, a 
housing complex, and plazas for entertainment, restaurant, and retail businesses.  Public 
subsidies for the project may run as high as $70 million.  The CBA is often referred to as 
the “Staples CBA” because the project is located adjacent to the Staples Center sports 
arena, which was developed by the same company.  
 
The Staples CBA is a tremendous achievement in several respects. It includes an 
unprecedented array of community benefits, including:  
 

· a developer-funded assessment of community park & recreation needs,  and 
a $1 million commitment toward meeting those needs; 

· a goal that 70% of the jobs created in the project will pay the City’s living 
wage, and consultation with the coalition on selection of tenants; 

· a first source hiring program targeting job opportunities to low-income 
individuals and those displaced by the project;  

· increased affordable housing requirements in the housing component of the 
project, and a commitment of seed money for other affordable  housing 
projects; 

· developer funding for a residential parking program for surrounding 
neighborhoods; and  

· standards for responsible contracting and leasing decisions by the 
developer. 

These many benefits reflect the very broad coalition that worked together to negotiate 
the CBA.  The coalition, led in negotiations by Strategic Actions for a Just Economy, 
LAANE, and Coalition L.A., included over thirty different community groups and labor 
unions, plus hundreds of affected individuals.  These successful negotiations demonstrate 
the power community groups possess when they work cooperatively and support each 
other’s agendas.  
 
The Staples CBA is included in its entirety as Appendix A.  A Los Angeles Times article   on 
the deal is included as Appendix B.   
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Chapter Two: CBA Pros and Cons 
 
 
Benefits of CBAs 
 
Any development project of significant size has to go through a complex governmental 
approval process.  As a proposed project moves through this process, government officials 
and community groups may request that the project provide particular community benefits, 
or that the project be tailored to the needs of the community in a certain way.  This happens 
with many development projects, even where there is no formal CBA. 
 
CBAs can greatly improve this approval process by promoting the following values:  
 
· Inclusiveness.  The CBA negotiation process provides a mechanism to ensure that 

community concerns are heard and addressed. While some cities do a good job of 
seeking community input and responding to it, many do not. Low-income 
neighborhoods, non-English-speaking areas, and communities of color have 
historically been excluded from the development process. Laws concerning public 
notice and participation are poorly-enforced, and official public hearings are held at 
times and places that are not neighborhood-friendly.  Having a CBA negotiation 
process helps to address these problems, providing a voice for all parts of an affected 
community.  

 
· Enforceability.  CBAs ensure that the developer’s promises regarding community 

benefits are legally enforceable. Developers “pitching” a project often make promises 
that are never written into the development agreement, or are never enforced even if 
they are included. This is especially true of promises about jobs being created for 
local residents. CBAs commit developers in writing to promises they make regarding 
their projects, and make enforcement much easier.  

 
· Transparency.  CBAs help the public, community groups, government officials, and the 

news media monitor a project’s outcome. Having all the benefits set forth in one 
place allows everyone to understand and assess the specific commitments made by a 
developer.  They can then compare those benefits to benefits provided in similar 
projects in the past.  They can also compare benefits offered by developers who are 
competing for the right to build on a particular piece of land.  Transparency is an 
undeniable good-government value. 
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· Coalition-Building. The process of negotiating a CBA encourages new alliances among 
community groups that may care about different issues or have different 
constituencies. This is critical because developers often use a “divide and conquer” 
strategy when dealing with community groups, making just enough accommodation 
to gain the support of one group, while ignoring the concerns of others.  (Sometimes 
this accommodation is seen as little more than a monetary payoff to a single group.)  
The developer can then claim that there is some community support for the project, 
and obtain necessary government approvals, even though most community issues 
have not been addressed. Similarly, a developer may agree to build a project with 
union construction labor while ignoring the concerns of those unions whose 
members will fill the project’s permanent jobs, and then claim the project has “labor’s 
support.” By addressing many issues and encouraging broad coalitions, the CBA 
process helps counter these divide-and-conquer ploys.  

 
· Efficiency.  CBAs encourage early negotiation between developers and the community, 

avoiding delays in the approval process. Without a CBA process, community groups 
usually express their concerns at public hearings, when the project is up for 
government approvals. At that point there are three possible outcomes.  First, the 
government can approve the project over neighborhood objections, leaving residents 
unhappy and leading to a project that fails to address some community needs. 
Second, the government can reject the project completely, leaving the developer 
unhappy and the community without whatever benefits the project might have 
provided. Third, the government can delay the project until the controversial issues 
have been resolved. That leaves the developer unhappy because time is money, and it 
delays the community benefits just as it delays the whole project. It also puts the 
community groups and the developer in roughly the same place they would have 
been in had they started negotiating over community benefits at the outset. CBA 
negotiations avoid all three of these unsatisfactory scenarios by leading to a 
cooperative relationship between normally adversarial parties and fostering 
developments that are better tailored to community needs. 

 
 
Difficulties and Potential Problems of CBAs 
 
· One’s person’s floor is another person’s ceiling. If developers are looking at the CBAs 

from past projects, they may not want to provide greater benefits than those 
provided in past projects. Community groups want to use past commitments as a 
“floor,” but developers will want to use them as a “ceiling.”  
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· Inadequate organizing could set poor precedents. If neighborhood organizations are 
poorly organized and therefore have little leverage over developers and 
governmental agencies in a particular situation, seeking a CBA will not help and 
could result in a poor precedent being set for future projects. CBA negotiations 
cannot be effective without a certain amount of leverage or working political capital. 
Of course, if the CBA negotiation process becomes routine in certain cities, then it 
should increase leverage for community groups generally. In addition, the 
coalition-building aspect of the CBA negotiation process should increase community 
leverage.  

 
· Legal expenses. Setting forth community benefits in an enforceable legal document 

will usually require community groups to employ an attorney. We strongly 
recommend that neighborhood groups have their own attorney; relying on 
government attorneys and staff members to produce the language is not effective. 
Developers will generally have attorneys as well. While the community groups may 
conduct the negotiations, it is valuable, if not essential, to have the fine print of the 
CBA finalized by a trusted attorney, to make sure the contract reflects both the 
substance and spirit of the negotiations. While retaining an experienced attorney is 
the best option, community groups that lack the money to do so may seek pro bono 
help through legal assistance clinics, or by a referral from the National Lawyers Guild 
(go to www.nlg.org for a directory of chapters). 

 
· Coalition politics. Of course, building and maintaining coalitions is difficult, especially 

if the developer is seeking to peel off some groups. All of the basic structural issues 
about coalitions have to be resolved: Who is in the coalition? How are decisions 
made? Who is on the negotiating team? How are competing concerns prioritized?  

 
Despite all of the difficulties and pitfalls, we feel that the benefits of a CBA far outweigh the 
risks. If groups organize well, stick together and win a good CBA, they will probably set 
valuable precedents and make future campaigns in their city much easier. 
 
 
An Understandable Concern: “This is new to us.  We don’t do this type of thing.”   
 
CBAs raise complex issues for community-based organizations.  Some community groups 
may be uncomfortable giving up the right to express negative opinions on a public matter 
like a development project.  Many are not used to entering into complex legal agreements 
with powerful developers.  
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In light of these concerns, community groups may be tempted to simply advocate for 
inclusion of community benefits in a project’s development agreement, rather than 
negotiating a deal directly with the developer.  This approach enables community groups to 
avoid the legal complexities and responsibilities of signing a CBA. If community groups 
genuinely trust the developer to provide the benefits as described, or if they trust the 
government to enforce the CBA as part of the development agreement, then this approach is 
simpler and makes sense.   
 
However, there are serious risks to this approach, and important comparative benefits to a 
CBA.  First, and most important, a CBA allows the community organizations that sign it to 
enforce the developer’s commitments.  They do not need to rely on the government to hold 
the developer to his promises.  Government enforcement of community benefits is 
notoriously lax, and – no matter how committed the developer and city staffers seem – there 
is always a risk that promised community benefits will not materialize. 
 
Second, a developer may be willing to provide better community benefits in exchange for a 
legally binding commitment of support from community groups, because he may feel more 
confident of the project’s success thanks to that community support. This is the basic 
negotiating principle that parties are willing to give more in order to get more. 
 
Third, there is a symbolic benefit to having community groups and the developer sign a CBA. 
The signing validates and makes concrete the months of negotiations and hard work, and 
makes the development more likely to be successful and embraced by the community. When 
negotiations are leading toward an agreement that both sides will sign, there is an 
assurance that both sides take the negotiations seriously. Developers will have to treat their 
commitments as binding when they know community groups can enforce them; and 
community leaders will have to be willing to stand by their own commitments when they are 
signing a binding legal document. The goal of having a CBA is to provide a directed, serious 
framework where both sides can genuinely buy into the process. 
 
In addition, while some community groups are understandably reluctant about making a 
legal commitment to refrain from opposing a development, they may have to make at least 
an implicit commitment in this regard even if they do not sign a CBA.  That’s because the 
main reason the developer is negotiating a CBA with community groups is to avoid 
community opposition. If community groups are not willing to refrain from opposing the 
project during the approval process, they have little to offer a developer. For this reason, 
even if negotiated community benefits are only going to be incorporated into the 
development agreement (and not into a CBA), the developer will rightly expect that 
community groups with whom it reached an agreement will not oppose the project.  
 
Community-based organizations will quickly lose credibility if they negotiate an increase in a 
project’s community benefits and then turn around and oppose the project. If community 
groups are seen by developers and by government officials as prone to reneging on their end 
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of a deal – even only a “handshake” deal – it will impede the ability of other neighborhood 
groups to negotiate with developers in the future.  
 
In sum, community groups are right to think carefully about their commitments before 
entering into a CBA – but the potential benefits are great.  A community group should not 
sign a CBA unless (1) it believes that offering its public support in exchange for the 
negotiated community benefits is a good trade-off; and (2) it understands its commitments 
under the CBA and is willing and able to abide by them.  If those conditions are met, having 
a CBA can greatly increase the quality and certainty of a project’s community benefits.  
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 Tips From the Advocates 
 
Advocates who have been involved in CBA negotiations raise several points of 
importance. 
 
During negotiations:  
 

· Ensure adequate issue training and leadership development.  Because coalition 
members are interested and experienced in different issues, it may take 
time and focused effort to get everybody working together on a shared 
agenda.  While in negotiations, it's important for community leaders to be 
versatile enough to back each other up, especially since the developer will 
be resistant to particular requests.  Because there may be so many issues 
involved in the negotiations, coalition members need to educate each 
other on their various priorities.  Issue trainings can help, and openness 
and communication are a prerequisite.  

 
· Include advisors and observers.  While the negotiating team needs to be 

small, individuals with special expertise can sit in on negotiations as 
“observers,” and can advise and educate team members on technical issues 
like certain environmental concerns.  Even without active participation in 
the negotiations themselves, such advisors can play an important and 
active role in strategy sessions.  

 
After a CBA is complete:  
 

· Involve coalition members in monitoring.  Coalition members can be the eyes 
and ears of the community once the project is moving forward.  
Observations of coalition members can be more revealing than any 
required reports from tenants or the developer.   

 
· Spread the word.  Nothing is more effective in encouraging new organizing 

efforts than hearing from organizers who have succeeded in the past.  
Coalition members who have been part of successful CBA negotiations can 
be instrumental in spreading the word to other communities.  Sharing of 
experiences and lessons learned can help build a knowledge and power 
base across various communities – and can help inspire and build effective 
campaigns.  
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Chapter Three: Living Wage Programs 
 
 
The living wage movement has enjoyed widespread success in the last few years; as of May 
2002, at least 82 jurisdictions1 have enacted living wage policies. Recognizing that taxpayer 
dollars are often going to employers that pay wages below the family poverty line, these 
jurisdictions have required certain employers to pay a higher hourly wage rate. Sometimes 
the rate is indexed to the federal poverty line or a similar index; some are indexed to go up 
with the cost of living. Current living wage levels range from about $7.00 per hour, up to 
more than $12.00 per hour required of some large employers in Santa Monica and Santa 
Cruz, California.   
 
In addition to wage requirements, many living wage policies incorporate other employment-
related benefits as well.  Many living wage policies encourage employers to provide health 
insurance to their workers by requiring them to pay a higher wage if they do not do so.  
Some policies require employers to provide a certain number of paid and/or unpaid days off. 
 Some impose limitations on hours worked, or require employers to notify certain workers 
about eligibility for the federal Earned Income Tax Credit.  
 
Almost all living wage policies apply to businesses receiving government contracts – i.e., 
businesses performing privatized government services. In addition, at least 66 jurisdictions 
apply “job quality standards” to companies that receive economic development subsidies.2 
And two California cities, Berkeley and Santa Monica, have applied the principle 
geographically by enacting living wage policies that cover businesses in particular city 
districts.  
 

                                                             
1 ACORN’s www.livingwagecampaign.org website maintains an updated national list of living wage victories.  

2 The Policy Shift To Good Jobs: Cities, States and Counties Attaching Job Quality Standards to Development 
Subsidies,” by Good Jobs First – available at www.goodjobsfirst.org/policyshift.htm – is the only national compilation of 
such requirements.  

The dramatic success of the living wage movement over the last eight years is a testament to 
the tremendous effectiveness of determined organizing campaigns employed in city after 
city. The idea that government contracts should not be subsidizing poverty-level wages is 
clearly resonating. And the living wage movement squares with the essential justification of 
government spending on economic development subsidies: that the subsidies will improve 
the economic well-being of citizens. Indeed, three-fourths of the job quality standards 
attached to development subsidies have been established in the absence of grassroots 
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organizing activity, suggesting that living wage arguments are influencing a very wide range 
of public officials.  
 
 

 
  
 Resources on Living Wage Programs and the Living Wage Movement 
 

· Economic Policy Institute, Living Wage Issue Guide, www.epinet.org 
· LAANE, Living Wage Technical Assistance Program, www.LAANE.org  
· ACORN, Living Wage Resource Center, www.livingwagecampaign.org  
· Good Jobs First, Best Practices,  www.goodjobsfirst.org 
· PolicyLink, Equitable Development Toolkit, www.policylink.org  
 
· NOT the employer-funded Employment Policies Institute’s anti-living wage 

sites, www.livingwage.org and www.livingwage.com  
 

 
 
The Impact of Existing Living Wage Policies on CBA Negotiations 
 
If a proposed development is located in a jurisdiction that has a living wage policy, that 
policy may affect CBA negotiations several ways:  
 

· The local living wage policy covers all employers in the development.   A few 
cities have living wage policies that cover not just city contractors, and not 
just direct recipients of subsidies, but also those who indirectly benefit from 
subsidies or lease space in a subsidized project. San Francisco, Oakland, and 
Toledo, Ohio, have living wage policies that go beyond the direct recipients to 
cover employers in many subsidized projects.  

 
In such cases, most or all of the jobs in a proposed development project will 
be covered by the city’s living wage provisions.  This is an ideal situation: living 
wage requirements should become part of the project automatically, and 
community groups can concentrate their energy and political capital on other 
aspects of the project.   

 
· The local living wage policy covers the direct recipient of the public subsidy, 

but no other employers in the development.  Most living wage policies that 
cover subsidy recipients only cover the entity that actually receives the subsidy 
– in a typical non-manufacturing or non-headquarters project, that means a 
developer. Indirect beneficiaries, such as businesses that lease space from a 
developer, are not covered. While coverage of the developer is a good thing in 
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principle, the developer may have very few employees working on the project, 
and most of them are likely paid a living wage already.  In the typical 
development project, most of the employment is going to be by tenants of the 
developer – jobs that most living wage policies do not cover.  Review local 
living wage laws carefully to determine the scope of coverage with regard to 
indirect beneficiaries of subsidies.   

 
Occasionally there are development projects for which most of the 
employment is by the entity receiving the public subsidy.  In such cases this 
type of living wage policy will apply, and community groups can concentrate 
on other issues.  This distinction underscores the need for community groups 
to research and understand the precise nature of the proposed development 
scheme and public subsidy.  

 
· The local living wage policy simply covers government contractors.  Many 

cities have living wage policies that apply only to businesses receiving city 
contracts.  These policies will not apply to development projects except in very 
unusual cases.  They can, however, support arguments for a living wage on a 
particular project: once a city has decided that living wages should be paid 
when it spends money through contracts, requiring living wages when it 
spends money through development subsidies is a logical next step. 

 
 
Living Wage Negotiations When There is No Local Living Wage Policy 
 
When the local government does not have a living wage policy applicable to all or part of a 
proposed development, community groups can still advocate for living wages as part of a 
CBA for the project.  When a proposed development project will create a large number of 
jobs – and particularly when a project is being promoted based on the new employment 
opportunities – community representatives should always consider pressing for living wage 
requirements.  Indeed, the wage levels of jobs that come into a community will often be the 
issue that motivates community groups to seek a CBA in the first place.   
 
 
Payment of Living Wages by the Developer and Its Contractors 
 
Community groups in CBA negotiations may convince the developer to pay living wages to 
its employees on the project.  Although the developer may have very few employees (such as 
property management office staffers), this commitment has symbolic importance, as the 
developer is receiving a public subsidy.   
 
Besides tenants, the developer also has control over its relationships with contractors who 
will create permanent jobs at the site such as custodial services and security services. The 
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developer may agree to require such contractors to pay living wages to their employees.  
Because the total amount of money involved is not great and such services are competitive, 
the developer may well be open to this idea.  This can provide a concrete benefit to many 
low-wage workers involved with the project.  
 
 

 
 

What About Wages for Construction of the Development? 
 
Living wages are rarely an issue with regard to construction jobs.  Most publicly-
subsidized projects are subject to the federal “Davis-Bacon” law and/or similar state laws 
requiring that construction workers be paid the “prevailing wage” for the area.  
Prevailing wages vary by trade, and are set through a complex formula.  Since prevailing 
construction wages are invariably higher than living wages, the living wage is normally a 
non-issue for such jobs.  
 
In any large development for which prevailing wage laws do not apply, the local building 
trades will likely negotiate over the wages and other conditions for  construction work 
on the project.  These negotiations are generally independent from community groups’ 
negotiations over other community benefits.  Since most construction wages are higher 
than all but the most generous living wage levels, living wages will only rarely be an issue 
with regard to construction jobs.   
 
Regardless, many factors besides wage levels affect the quality of construction jobs; 
safety, benefits, job assignments, and many other working conditions determine whether 
a construction job is a quality job.  Communities should try to ensure that out-of-region 
contractors don’t lowball bids by bringing in workers from lower-wage areas under poor 
job conditions. Please see Chapter Six for more information on employment and 
contracting issues regarding construction jobs.   
 

 
 
A Tougher Issue: Payment of Living Wages By Tenants  
 
When community groups ask for the application of living wage requirements to a 
development’s tenants – such as large retail stores and hotels – negotiations over living 
wages often break down.  Take a typical retail development project, where the developer 
plans to buy land, build a structure, and lease space to several retailers.  Community groups 
will naturally focus their living wage efforts on the retail tenants’ employees, since these 
tenants will provide the vast majority of the project’s permanent jobs – and retail jobs are 
notorious for providing low pay, part-time hours, and no health benefits.  
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However, since CBA negotiations generally occur prior to the developer’s acquisition of the 
land, this issue will have to be resolved before the developer lines up his tenants.  If the 
developer has yet to recruit and negotiate with potential tenants, he will be very reluctant to 
agree to require tenants to pay living wages. Some potential tenants may refuse to lease 
space under such a requirement, or they may demand lower rent as compensation.  These 
plausible scenarios are a serious concern for the developer, as rent payments are the 
developer’s regular income from the project.   
 
These risks are hard for the developer to quantify, and they directly affect the developer’s 
bottom line for the project.  For these reasons, developers may strongly resist application of 
living wage requirements to tenants.  Nonetheless, community groups should push hard on 
this issue, as wage levels go to the basic economic benefit the project will provide.    
 
The arguments for applying living wages to tenants are strong.  A development project in a 
low-income community cannot provide an economic boost to that community if workers 
land in poverty-wage jobs without health benefits, leaving families dependent on 
government assistance for basic necessities.   
 
In addition, retail tenants in a subsidized development project benefit from the public 
subsidy just as the developer does. The development would not exist without the public 
subsidies, leaving the tenants to scramble for an unsubsidized private location.  Those who 
will make the most money from the project – developers and retail tenants – should share 
whatever added costs a living wage requirement creates. The purpose of an economic 
development subsidy is not to create poverty-level jobs.  It is to build an economic base in 
the community, and jobs with poverty-level wages don’t do that.  
 
Regardless, there is substantial evidence that the costs to employers of paying living wages 
are much less than one might suspect. Companies that pay higher wages have lower 
employee turnover, which increases productivity and reduces training and recruitment costs. 
One study found that employers’ costs from turnover are at least 150% of the employees’ 
base salary.3 In addition, some costs of higher wages are either absorbed by the employer or 
passed on to consumers.  In general, studies find that the overall cost to employers of paying 
a living wage is minimal.4  
 

                                                             
3Bliss and Associates and Gately Consulting, 1999, http://laborstudies.wayne.edu/report.pdf.  

4See, e.g., Center for Urban Studies and Labor Studies Center, 1999 report on impact of Detroit living wage 
ordinance, http://laborstudies.wayne.edu/report.pdf. 
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Even if none of these offsetting cost factors occurred, the employer expense of a living wage 
are far from overwhelming.  A large retail store employing 20 full-time workers required to 
raise wages $2 per hour, would incur only $83,200 per year in increased wage costs5 – 
hardly a backbreaking figure for a store large enough to have 20 full-time employees, and 
likely grossing millions of dollars per year in sales.  Asking the developer and the tenants to 
share this cost – after both have benefitted from public subsidies that may run to the tens of 
millions of dollars – is a reasonable step to ensure that the jobs created are jobs worth 
having.  
 
 
What to Do If The Developer Won’t Agree to Require Tenants To Pay Living Wages  
 
Community groups may find that a developer simply will not agree to impose living wage 
requirements on prospective tenants, no matter how hard the issue is pressed.  At that 
point, community groups must decide if this issue is a “deal-breaker” – meaning that they 
will pull out of CBA negotiations and oppose the project altogether.  
 
If community groups don’t want to go that route, either because they still support the 
project or because they believe that the project is likely to go forward anyway, there are 
several compromises they can propose.  These approaches fall short of a strict living wage 
requirement on all tenants, but they may nonetheless increase wage levels in the project, 
especially if used in combination.  
 

· Disclosure requirements for the developer and tenants.  CBAs can require the 
developer and tenants to provide annual or biannual reports on wages paid at 
the development, and the percentage of jobs for which benefits are provided.  

 
· Meeting requirements for the developer and tenants.  CBAs can require the 

developer to meet with community groups to discuss wage levels of major 
tenants, prior to leases being signed.  CBAs can also require prospective 
tenants to attend such meetings so that they can provide information on likely 
wage levels, get informed of the project’s living wage goal (if any), and learn 
of any programs designed to assist employers in paying living wages or 
providing benefits. 

 

                                                             
5Two dollars per hour times 20 workers times 40 hours per week times 52 weeks per year equals $83,200. 

· Living wage goals.  Even if a developer will not guarantee that all jobs at a 
development will be living wage jobs, it may commit to making efforts to 
maximize the number of living wage jobs.  The developer might be required to 
“make all reasonable efforts to maximize the number of living wage jobs in 
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the project,” or to consider whether a business pays living wages as a 
“substantial factor” in choosing tenants.  

 
Because such requirements are difficult if not impossible to enforce, they should generally be 
supplemented with a “living wage goal” for the project.  Several CBAs include living wage 
goals of 70 or 75%.  Whether a project has attained the living wage goal can be monitored 
through required reports and meetings.  
 
What happens if the goal is not met?  Different CBAs have approached this issue in different 
ways.  Some have required the developer to pay a monetary penalty; such a penalty must be 
substantial enough that it provides a real incentive for developers to achieve the goal.  
Alternatively, a CBA can require the developer to provide public explanations for failing to 
meet the goal, explain in a public forum how it intends to meet the goal, or collaborate with 
the local government and community groups on efforts to increase the project’s wage levels. 
  
 
Some experienced advocates believe that the simple public act of announcing a living wage 
goal for a project places substantial pressure on developers who care about their reputation 
with the local government and the community.  Increased public scrutiny and media 
attention may thus be the best way to induce a project to meet its living wage goal. 
 
 

 
 

Are Living Wage Requirements Legal? 
 
Employers naturally resist any required increase in the wages they must pay.  This 
resistance has on occasion taken the form of lawsuits challenging living wage policies 
enacted by various cities. Such challenges have rarely been successful.  It would be very 
surprising if living wage laws were found to violate any aspect of federal law. A small 
number of states have enacted laws prohibiting cities from enacting living wage laws. 
Although other states’ laws vary, living wage laws that are limited to contract and subsidy 
recipients appear to be on safe ground.   
 
Living wage requirements agreed to by developers in negotiations with community groups 
are even safer. Where the requirements are simply part of a contract between private 
parties – like a CBA – it would be difficult for employers to challenge them.  Any employer 
who dislikes a project’s living wage requirements is free to refrain from leasing space in the 
project. In such circumstances, it would be very hard to successfully challenge a CBA-based 
living wage requirement. 
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 Example: Living Wages for the NoHo Commons Redevelopment Project   
 
Attached as Appendix C is the living wage section of the community benefits agreement for 
the “NoHo Commons” redevelopment project, to be built in North Hollywood, a low-
income area of Los Angeles.  The 16.7-acre development project includes residential, retail, 
and office space and will receive over $31 million in public subsidies and loans.  The CBA 
was signed in 2001 by the developer and by the Valley Jobs Coalition, a coalition of 
community groups spearheaded during negotiations by LAANE. 
 
The living wage provisions for this project reflect what will likely be a common scenario: 
the developer was unwilling to agree to apply living wage requirements to all tenants, but 
was willing to commit to a living wage goal of 75% of the project’s jobs, and to making 
other efforts to maximize living wage participation in the project: 
 

· employees of the developer will be paid a living wage; 

· employees of the developer’s contractors will be paid a living wage; 

· the developer will “make all reasonable efforts to maximize the number   of 
living wage jobs” in the development; 

· in choosing between prospective tenants, the developer will “take into 
account as a substantial factor each prospective Tenant's potential impact” 
on the living wage goal;  

· the developer and prospective tenants will meet with the coalition to discuss 
each prospective tenant’s impact on the living wage goal;  

· the developer will provide biannual reports regarding wage levels; and 

· tenants will provide the developer with their wage levels.   
 
If despite these steps the living wage goal is not met for any two-year period, the 
developer agreed to pay a $10,000 penalty and to meet with the coalition to develop 
additional steps to reach the living wage goal.   
 
Living wage levels in the NoHo Commons policy are tied to Los Angeles’ living wage 
ordinance.  There are different approaches to setting “living wage” levels; PolicyLink’s 
“Equitable Development Toolkit” explains several methods (see “Resources” box   above).  
The NoHo Commons policy provides living wage levels for salaried employees   as well as 
those paid hourly.  The project’s living wage goal formula exempt businesses with fewer 
than 10 employees and jobs covered by a collective bargaining agreement.  
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Chapter Four: Targeted Hiring Programs  
 
For many development projects, the developer’s primary selling point is jobs. However, 
promises of new jobs for the neighborhood often go unfulfilled. The simple fact that a 
project employs a certain number of people does not necessarily mean the employment 
needs of the local community are being addressed.  
 
The new jobs may be filled by individuals who live in other areas, or who have simply been 
transferred from the employer’s other locations.  Lots of factors influence who hears about 
available jobs, who gets interviewed for such jobs, and who is eventually hired.  Even if the 
hiring process does work well for the local community, many unemployed individuals may 
need job training in order to become qualified for the new positions.   
 
CBAs can assist with all these problems by incorporating targeted hiring programs – 
requirements that employers in a development make special efforts to hire certain 
individuals, sometimes with the assistance of local job training programs or a “first source” 
office.  Targeted hiring programs can help development projects fulfill what is often their 
most fundamental purpose – building an economic base in low-income communities.  
 
In addition to incorporating hiring requirements for employers, CBAs can require developers 
to provide space or funding for a First Source office.  A First Source office, if adequately 
funded, can be a powerful tool for targeting employment opportunities in socially beneficial 
ways.   
 
Community groups successfully incorporated targeted hiring requirements into CBAs for 
three recent developments in Los Angeles.  
 
 
The Case for Targeted Hiring 
 
Targeted hiring policies advance what is often the main function of development project: to 
help a depressed area by increasing economic opportunities there. This is often the main 
purpose cited to justify a development’s public subsidy.  
 
This purpose is a valid one. Few would argue that a lack of economic opportunities does not 
have weighty consequences for a community. Geographically concentrated poverty causes 
particularly acute social conflicts.  As employment levels in a neighborhood drop, the need 
for social services rises – just as a low-income neighborhood is contributing less to the 
municipal tax base, and suffering from a corresponding lack of political power.  
Neighborhoods lacking a solid base of family incomes cannot sustain themselves. 
 
Targeted hiring policies are a concrete mechanism to break down employment patterns that 
exacerbate these problems. While urban neighborhoods decline due to a complex web of 
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larger societal forces – including suburban sprawl, the decline in manufacturing jobs, and a 
decline in real wages – targeted hiring policies can help government take small but real 
steps to help the economies of neighborhoods hit hardest by these social trends.   
 
In addition, targeted hiring policies often benefit communities where residents are 
predominantly people of color. Local governments and community groups can thus further 
the important social goals of affirmative action without the political and legal difficulties 
that sometimes come with an explicitly race-conscious policy. 
 
Some people are especially deserving of targeted hiring programs.  For example, targeting 
jobs to workers whose jobs were displaced by a development is obviously fair.  Such 
individuals pay a terrible price when a development project moves forward, and efforts to 
provide them with job opportunities – usually many months after their previous job ended – 
seem like small compensation.  Some states, including California, require steps to provide 
opportunities to displaced workers.  
 
Targeting jobs to residents of the neighborhood of the development is also compelling.  
Anytime a development project is built in a low-income neighborhood, residents of the 
neighborhood are urged to support the project based on promises of job opportunities the 
project will provide. It is only fair to require that projects promoted on that basis include 
some mechanism to ensure that local people actually get some of the jobs. In addition, 
neighborhood residents will bear most of the negative impacts of the development, such as 
increased traffic, parking problems, months of heavy construction, the possibility of 
increased housing costs, and other economic and environmental impacts.  Those costs 
should be balanced with the benefits of economic opportunities.  For these reasons, HUD’s 
“Section Three” program requires that, for all HUD-assisted projects, economic opportunities 
such as job openings be directed to neighborhood residents “to the greatest extent 
feasible.”  
 
Combine all these arguments with the simple fact that most development projects explicitly 
promise jobs for local residents, and you have a powerful case for a CBA that includes some 
kind of targeted hiring mechanism.  Developers and local governments dangling the 
prospect of local jobs should “put up or shut up.” 
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Target Populations 
 
Individuals benefiting from a targeted hiring policy might include: 
 

· individuals whose jobs are displaced by the development; 
· residents of the neighborhood immediately surrounding the development; 
· residents of low-income neighborhoods anywhere in the metropolitan area; 
· individuals referred by local, community-based job training organizations; or 
· low-income individuals generally. 

 
Community groups can select one set of individuals on which they would like the program to 
focus, or they can develop a tiered system with first, second, and perhaps third priorities for 
available jobs.  There is plenty of room for creativity here: communities may want to steer 
jobs toward individuals receiving public assistance, or graduating from community-based job 
training programs.  As long as there is an appropriate public purpose, targeted hiring is 
appropriate.  
 
 
Referral and Hiring Processes 
 
Once a targeted hiring program’s priorities are set, there are many ways to administer it.  
Following are some options on how referral and hiring processes can be structured, from 
simple to more complex:  
 

· Tell the employers what the hiring priorities are, and leave it up to them to recruit 
and hire targeted individuals.  While this approach leaves the employers with 
wide discretion regarding their hiring methods, results can still be monitored, 
and enforcement provisions can still be strong. 

· Require employers to give notice of job openings in certain ways – mailings to 
targeted neighborhoods, advertisements in community newspapers, 
notification to job training centers, etc.  

· Require employers to hold jobs open for a certain period of time after notification, 
and to only interview targeted individuals during that period.  

· “First Source” –  Require employers to interview people referred by certain 
sources, such as particular job training centers or a “First Source” office.  
These programs are sometimes called “employment linkage” programs.   

These methods can be combined or tailored to the needs and capacities of any community.  
Any of these methods can be combined with percentage goals for hiring targeted 
individuals.  
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It is important that the administrative requirements of targeted hiring program do not 
exceed the capacity of community resources. If a targeted hiring program’s responsibilities 
exceed local capacity, the program will place few needy workers in the new jobs. It will also 
become a useless hurdle for employers trying to fill jobs, and could sour the neighborhood 
against such programs. But a targeted hiring program that runs smoothly will bring jobs to 
the intended individuals, benefit employers by providing a free source of qualified 
applicants, and cement relations between the development and the surrounding community. 
 
Community groups should therefore make a realistic assessment of the number and 
sophistication of job training organizations in the area before negotiating a program that 
relies on them for prompt referrals of qualified individuals.  Similarly, before setting up a 
system that relies on a first source office for referrals, community groups should ensure that 
the office will have adequate funding and staffing. 
 
 
First Source Programs 
 
The most elaborate type of targeted hiring program is one that requires employers to 
interview applicants referred by a “first source” office before interviewing other applicants.  
A first source office receives notice of job openings from employers, maintains contact with a 
variety of job training organizations to access their pools of applicants, and promptly refers 
qualified workers to employers.   
 
If adequately staffed and funded, a first source office can provide tremendous benefits.  It 
can benefit employers by enabling them to access a variety of sources of applicants through 
a single job notice. It can benefit job training organizations and targeted individuals by 
giving them reliable access to information about job openings. It can help the targeted 
hiring program meet its goals. And it can dramatically simplify monitoring of the program, 
since all aspects of the program are centralized.  
 
These responsibilities place tremendous pressure on a first source office; how the office 
functions will determine the success or failure of the program. A first source office that 
promptly refers qualified applicants will be seen as a benefit to employers, and can be a 
powerful tool for targeted employment. Conversely, a first source office that delays 
employers’ efforts to fill jobs, or sends unqualified applicants, will not succeed.   
 
If there is any doubt about the adequacy of resources for a first source office, we 
recommend that programs instead require employers to work directly with existing job 
training centers.  However, a CBA can certainly require a developer to provide money and/or 
space for a first source office, and local governments can support first source offices as well.  
 
Because of the risk of inadequate resources, first source offices make the most sense in large 
communities, where there are many established job training centers, and adequate 
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resources are available.  The City of San Francisco has a well-established first source 
program. The office maintains a master list of applicants from over forty job training centers, 
and has the capacity to promptly refer qualified applicants for available jobs. It processes 
hundreds of referrals per year, and keeps track of whether individuals referred were actually 
hired. The first source office is part of the San Francisco city government, and works with 
employers on every project covered by the citywide first source policy.  
 
Many other cities have first source offices as well, with varying degrees of sophistication and 
involvement.6  
 
 
Monitoring and Enforcement 
 
The most common complaint from community groups regarding targeted hiring programs is 
a lack of enforcement.  Indeed, many localities have first source or local hiring programs that 
lack any monitoring or enforcement provisions whatsoever.  While the primary factor in the 
success of a first source program is likely to be whether the first source office and the job 
training organizations can promptly provide qualified applicants, the importance of 
monitoring and enforcing the program cannot be discounted.  
 
The most basic decision about enforcement is, of course, who will do the enforcing.  If the 
program involves a first source office, that office would seem an obvious choice to monitor 
and enforce the program.  However, the first source office needs to have a good relationship 
with employers in order to do its job, and the inherent tensions of the enforcement process 
can impede this relationship.  While the first source system will be a crucial source of 
information regarding employers’ compliance, actual enforcement responsibilities should lie 
with community groups signing the CBA, and with the local government if targeted hiring 
requirements are included in a development agreement.  (Please see Chapter Seven for 
general comments on monitoring and enforcing CBA benefits.)  
 
 
Percentage Goals 
 
If a program incorporates percentage goals, these become a central aspect of the 
enforcement system.  Goals can be used many different ways, such as:  
 
                                                             

6 See Frieda Molina, “Making Connections: A Study of Employment Linkage Programs,” Center for 
Community Change, May 1998; Stephanie Haffner, “Using Local Hiring Programs to Promote Employment 
Opportunities in Low-Income Communities: Examples and Practical Considerations,” National Economic Development & 
Law Center, 1995. 
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· The percentage goal can be considered a “safe harbor,” so that if an employer 
has met the percentage goal, it is considered to be in compliance with the 
program, and no enforcement action can be taken.   

· Employers that meet the goal can be presumed to be in compliance with the 
program – but the enforcement body is empowered to find otherwise.  

· Failure to meet the goal can automatically trigger additional requirements for 
the employer, such as a responsibility to explain in writing the reasons for 
certain hiring decisions.  

 
However goals are used, they should give employers a strong incentive to meet them. The 
best approach is probably one that employs both the “carrot” and the “stick.”  While there 
are many models for the “stick,” community groups should be creative in developing 
“carrots,” or ways to reward employers who meet their targeted hiring goals.   
 
 
Monitoring Hiring Patterns 
 
The most difficult thing about enforcing a targeted hiring program is obtaining information 
from employers in enough detail to make enforcement possible.  Various factors make 
employers reluctant to give out information about how they made their hiring decisions.  
Employers are used to their hiring processes being confidential; reasons for their decisions 
are often subjective and hiring decisions are among the most important decisions an 
employer has to make.   
 
Nonetheless, an employer who agrees to comply with a targeted hiring program – in 
exchange for participating in a subsidized development project – must also agree to some 
mechanism for determining whether the program is being followed.  Central to any 
monitoring system is a reporting requirement.  Employers should be required to file periodic 
reports on the percentages of their hires that are targeted individuals, and should be 
required to describe any difficulties they have had in complying with the program.   
 
Beyond the reporting requirements, how elaborate a monitoring system needs to be will 
depend on the scope of the program itself.  If the program merely places procedural 
requirements on employers, such as providing notice of available jobs, then monitoring may 
be quite straightforward.  
 
If the program includes percentage goals for hiring targeted individuals, however, 
monitoring can become much more complicated. Employers will certainly need to report on 
the percentage of their hires that were targeted individuals; if an employer falls short of the 
percentage goal, then compliance will probably depend on whether the employer has made 
“good faith efforts” to hire targeted individuals.  This can be a hard question to answer, and 
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it may involve scrutiny of the criteria the employer used in hiring decisions – a very sensitive 
area.   
 
Whatever the particulars of a program and an enforcement mechanism, any targeted hiring 
program needs the following to be enforceable: 
 

· it should spell out clearly and in detail what the employers’ responsibilities are; 

· it should require employers to provide periodic reports on the percentage of 
targeted individuals hired, and to provide any other information the 
enforcement body reasonably finds necessary to determine compliance; and 

· it should indicate who will monitor the program and describe how it will be 
enforced.   

If a program runs smoothly, enforcement provisions will rarely come into play.  
 
 
Legal Issues 
 
Targeted hiring programs need to be carefully crafted to avoid legal pitfalls.  Because there 
are many laws governing the hiring process, these programs can be somewhat  tricky from a 
legal perspective.  While it is impossible to completely insulate any program from legal risk, 
a carefully constructed targeted hiring program should be upheld in the unlikely event of a 
legal challenge.  Community groups should be sure to consult an attorney when designing 
targeted hiring programs.  
 
Following are some legal issues that require care: 
 

Neighborhood Specificity:  Programs that give preference to residents of one 
neighborhood over another can sometimes implicate constitutional provisions that 
protect individuals’ “fundamental right” to practice their trade.  This is only likely to 
become an issue (1) when employers could recruit applicants from more than one 
state, and (2) when the program is incorporated into a development agreement. In 
such cases, the best defense against this potential problem is to make sure that the 
program is carefully and narrowly designed to address poverty or economic distress 
in a particular neighborhood, with detailed findings regarding the need for such 
measures.  The more closely the program is tailored to this accepted governmental 
role, the more likely it is to withstand any legal challenge.  This is an instance where 
the legal requirements line up nicely with the social goals.   
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Deal vs. Regulation:  A targeted hiring program is also more legally defensible when its 
application is limited to employers who have clearly benefitted from the public subsidy 
to the development. The more the program looks like part of a “deal” between 
consenting parties – and the less it looks like government regulation of unconsenting 
businesses – the better its chances of being upheld.  Targeted hiring programs should 
be designed so that employers receive notice of the requirements before they commit 
to a place in the development.  Employers who receive such notice and choose to sign 
a lease cannot claim to be unfairly regulated.  

 
Race and Gender:  Any targeted hiring program that incorporates race- or gender-based 
criteria into any aspect of its administration is open to legal challenge.  Such programs 
are legal in certain circumstances, but require very strong and detailed justification, 
especially if the program becomes part of a development agreement.  

 
Employer Court Orders: Some large employers are under court orders regarding their 
hiring procedures.  Court-ordered procedures usually will not conflict with targeted 
hiring programs; an employer may nonetheless point to a court order as a justification 
for exemption from the targeted hiring program.  Unless there is an irreconcilable 
conflict between the court order and the program, there is no reason to exempt such 
employers.  

  
Collective Bargaining Agreements: Targeted hiring programs may conflict with collective 
bargaining agreements in the construction industry.  If community groups want to 
apply targeted hiring requirements to construction jobs, they should work with 
representatives of the local building trade unions to try to design a policy that furthers 
the goals of targeted hiring, while also fitting with the complex systems governing 
hiring in the construction industry.  It will almost always make sense to have targeted 
hiring policies that work differently for construction than for other industries.  
Collective bargaining agreements in retail, service, and manufacturing generally do not 
conflict with targeted hiring requirements.   

 
  
 Example: Targeted Hiring Program from the Staples Project 
 
Attached as Appendix A is the CBA for the Staples project, described above.  The First 
Source Hiring Policy, applicable to all employers in the development, is an attachment     to 
the CBA, and will be included in tenant leases.  This policy targets three tiers of individuals 
for employment opportunities: individuals whose residence or job is    displaced by any 
phase of the development, low-income individuals living near the development, and low-
income individuals living in low-income census tracts throughout Los Angeles.  For initial 
hiring, employers are required to hold jobs open for three weeks while they interview only 
targeted individuals.  For later hiring this   period is shortened to five days.  Employers who 
comply with the various hiring procedures or who have filled more than 50% of jobs with 
targeted individuals are presumed to be in compliance with the policy.  The policy also 
contains detailed reporting requirements.  
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 Chapter Five: Environmental Issues  
 
 
The fear of environmental impacts is often what ignites community organizing around a 
project. Residents may be concerned about anything from the project’s visual appearance 
to new parking and traffic problems to toxic emissions generated by industrial projects.  
CBAs can also require a developer to reduce the negative environmental impacts of a 
project, or to provide affirmative environmental benefits like parks, open space, and 
recreational facilities.  
 
Community groups have been negotiating with businesses and local governments over 
environmental issues for decades, and have sometimes signed “Good Neighbor 
Agreements” with businesses operating industrial facilities; these are similar to CBAs in 
many respects.  (See box on Good Neighbor Agreements.)  
 
Several communities have recently used CBAs to obtain substantial environmental 
commitments from developers. The CBA negotiation process is an effective mechanism for 
communities to negotiate for environmental benefits and mitigations beyond those 
required by law. CBAs can also allow community groups to step in when government 
enforcement is lax, supplementing the always-important process of working with the 
government to ensure enforcement of environmental laws.  
 
 

 
 Environmental Racism  
 
The history of placement of polluting industries in minority neighborhoods is long, well-
documented, and tragic.  A detailed discussion of the issue of environmental racism is 
outside the scope of this article.  Suffice it to say that in a great many instances, 
community groups will organize to block the establishment or expansion of a polluting 
or hazardous facility in their community.  CBA negotiations are only appropriate with 
regard to such facilities when the community is comfortable with the project’s proposed 
location – or would be if the developer takes certain mitigation measures.  
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 Pollutants and Hazardous Wastes 
 
In general, industrial development projects that raise issues of toxic discharges, 
regulated pollutants, hazardous materials, and the like will be subject to detailed 
strictures under federal and state law.  However, the existence of such laws is no 
substitute for an active, engaged community.  Enforcement of these environmental 
regulations is often spotty, and the consequences of unsafe industrial practices can be 
devastating for surrounding communities.  Community groups that have reason to 
believe that a proposed development will involve pollution or hazardous materials should 
obtain advice from organizations with experience in this complex area.  
 
Please see box on “Good Neighbor Agreements” for resources on community-company 
agreements related to pollution and similar issues.  
 

 
 
Mitigations: Reducing the Environmental Impacts of the Development 
 
CBA negotiations on environmental benefits take place against the complex backdrop of 
environmental law.  Federal, state, and local laws contain detailed requirements pertaining 
to environmental issues – zoning and planning measures, impact disclosure requirements, 
restrictions on toxic emissions, and so forth.  Such laws may regulate everything from the 
basic uses that are permitted on a piece of land to the size and appearance of exterior 
signs.  Virtually every impact of a development may be regulated to some degree: both the 
obvious environmental impacts like pollution and handling of hazardous wastes, and the 
less obvious ones like traffic patterns, visual appearance, wind tunnels, and storm water 
drainage.  
 
Environmental laws may prohibit a specific environmental impact, may require that it be 
mitigated, may require that it merely be disclosed, or may ignore it altogether.  Community 
groups need to work closely with experienced attorneys to determine what laws govern a 
proposed project.   
 
Once they understand the backdrop of environmental laws pertaining to a project, 
community groups can use CBAs: 
 

· to strengthen existing environmental requirements,  

· to address environmental impacts that existing laws don’t cover, and  

· to provide more enforcement options by enabling direct, private enforcement 
of environmental requirements. 
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One important step: whenever plans for a project contain an environmental impact 
statement or a related document requiring the developer to take mitigation measures, 
community groups should try to incorporate the document by reference into the CBA – 
ensuring that all mitigation requirements are enforceable by affected community members. 
  
 
Following are several examples of environmental mitigations and enforcement measures 
that community groups have negotiated into CBAs.   
 
 
Example: Traffic Management Requirements for the SunQuest Industrial Park Project   
 
The SunQuest Industrial Park is a 33-acre industrial project to be built in Los Angeles’ 
San Fernando Valley.  The project relied on the sale of city-owned land, and benefitted from 
a city commitment to clean up toxic wastes at the development site.  A CBA for the project 
was signed in October 2001 by the developer and by the Valley Jobs Coalition, a coalition of 
community groups led during negotiations by LAANE. 
 
Coalition members were extremely concerned about the traffic impacts of the project.  The 
development will entail heavy industrial use, with large trucks routinely accessing the site.  
Coalition members wanted to ensure that this truck traffic would not spill onto the 
residential streets immediately surrounding the site.  The SunQuest CBA therefore includes 
the following provision, applicable both to the developer and to the businesses that will 
eventually operate in the industrial park:  
 

Truck Traffic.  The Developer and Business Users, as applicable, shall require 
that all commercial trucks that will access the Site, during construction or at 
any other time, shall, when within a two-city-block radius of the Site, refrain 
from using residential streets, such as Telfair Street or Hadden Street.   

 
The CBA also provides that if this prohibition proves ineffective, the City of Los Angeles 
shall install traffic signs and, if necessary, physical barriers to deter truck traffic on the 
nearby residential streets, with funding from the developer.  In addition, the CBA requires 
the developer’s assistance in advocating for the installation of turn lanes on primary access 
roads to the site.   
 
Coalition members were also concerned about the impact on air quality of heavy trucks 
idling at the development.   Both community residents and workers at the site would 
benefit from limits on truck idling.  The CBA therefore includes the following provision:  
  
 

Truck Idling.  The Developer and Business Users, as applicable, shall require 
that any commercial truck that will be on Site without moving for more than 
ten minutes shall have its engine turned off, rather than idling.  Signs that 
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outline this policy shall be visible wherever commercial trucks may park at the 
Site. 

 
Like all other provisions of the CBA, the limits on truck idling are enforceable by the Valley 
Jobs Coalition and by the City.  
 
 
Example: Design Requirements for the SunQuest Industrial Park Project   
 
The Valley Jobs Coalition also had concerns about various elements of the SunQuest 
Industrial Park’s design.  Through the CBA process, they obtained commitments from the 
developer to address many of these concerns.  They also established a “Community Design 
Review” procedure, requiring the developer to provide to the Coalition plans and designs 
for the development prior to city approval, and to meet with the coalition to address any 
concerns.  The CBA includes explicit requirements that the development include plans to:  
 

· ensure adequate storm water drainage; 

· maintain health and appearance of trees, shrubs, and other landscaping 
elements; 

· ensure that no part of the site has bare dirt as its visible surface; 

· minimize the “heat island” effect by designing roof and parking lot surfaces 
in a light color; and 

· minimize workers' exposure to smoke inhalation created by congregation of 
commercial trucks by installing air curtains at strategic points. 

 
These “Community Design Review” provisions are attached as Appendix D. 
 
 
Example: Community Enforcement of Required Mitigations in the SunQuest Project. 
 
Another important provision of the design review process in the SunQuest CBA pertains to 
the project’s “mitigated negative declaration.”  Under California law, a developer must file 
an environmental impact report unless the proposed project will have no significant impact 
on the environment.  If mitigations are necessary in order to avoid environmental impacts, 
the developer files a mitigated negative declaration, outlining the required measures.   
This important document can be hundreds of pages long, and can contain crucial 
environmental requirements for the project.  These requirements are enforceable by the 
local agency overseeing the project.  By incorporating the mitigated negative declaration 
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into the CBA, the Valley Jobs Coalition made them enforceable by the community groups as 
well, greatly strengthening the community’s hand in addressing environmental issues.    
 
 

 
 Brownfields 
 
Brownfields are abandoned or under-used properties where development is complicated 
by problems of actual or perceived environmental contamination.  Many urban spaces 
that would be prime candidates for beneficial redevelopment remain unused because 
developers are wary of taking on unknown cleanup costs.   
 
The brownfields movement attempts to address this problem through a variety of  
public/private partnerships.  These have often been innovative and effective.  Brownfields 
initiatives have incorporated job training and other community development programs, 
as well as greenspace protection and other environmentally friendly policies.  When there 
are concerns regarding environmental contamination at a potential development site, 
community groups should be aware of brownfields programs and the potential they 
offer.   
 
The Brownfields Non-Profit Network provides resources on brownfields and links to 
dozens of nonprofits working on brownfield issues around the country.  
(www.brownfieldsnet.org)  The web site of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
provides information about its many brownfields programs.  
(http://www.epa.gov/swerosps/bf/)  
 

 
 
 
Requiring Environmental Benefits  
 
In addition to helping reduce environmental problems, the CBA process can help 
communities obtain concrete environmental benefits as well. The larger the proposed 
development, the greater the public benefits that ought to be provided: open space, public 
plazas, and money for park and recreation facilities are all amenities that a developer can 
provide.  Communities should think creatively about their needs – and should keep in mind 
the size of a project’s public subsidy when doing so.   
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Example: Parks and Open Space Requirements for the Staples Project  
 
The Staples project, described in Chapter Two, will be built in the “Figueroa Corridor” 
neighborhood adjoining downtown Los Angeles.  Community groups in the Figueroa 
Corridor had long noted they had very little park space. In fact, the area contained only one 
quarter of the park space deemed necessary by the city, given the area’s residential density. 
  
 
In light of this deficit in park space, the scale of the Staples development, and the potential 
size of the public subsidy, community groups made an increase in neighborhood park space 
a priority.  The Staples CBA, attached in its entirety as Appendix A, reflects this decision.  
 
Section III of the CBA sets out the framework for assessing the community’s needs for 
parks, open space, and recreational facilities.  This needs assessment is to be funded by the 
developer (in an amount between $50,000 and $75,000), and commenced within 90 days 
after the project’s development agreement is finalized.    
Once the needs assessment is completed, the Developer is required to fund at least $1 
million worth of new parks and recreation facilities.  These must be built within one mile of 
the project, and must be consistent with the results of the needs assessment.  At the time of 
this writing, the coalition and the developer had agreed upon a consultant to perform the 
needs assessment, which will be launched shortly.   
 
In addition to these new park and recreation facilities, the Staples CBA requires the 
developer to include in the project itself “a street-level plaza of approximately one acre in 
size and open to the public.”  The newly constructed parks and this public plaza should 
provide a concrete benefit to the community surrounding the Staples project, and one 
closely tailored to the particular needs of the Figueroa Corridor community. 
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 Good Neighbor Agreements 
 
Over the last 25 years, many communities have signed enforceable “Good Neighbor 
Agreements” with companies operating industrial facilities.  Good Neighbor Agreements 
most often focus on pollution control measures such as facility inspections, accident 
preparedness plans, and toxic emissions.  They sometimes incorporate a broader range of 
community benefits, such as local hiring, union representation issues, and infrastructure 
improvements.   
 
When legally enforceable, Good Neighbor Agreements are similar in concept to the CBAs 
discussed in this monograph.  Good Neighbor Agreements are distinguishable in that (1) 
they generally emphasize control of pollution, toxins, and hazardous materials at 
industrial facilities, and (2) they are often negotiated with regard to existing facilities 
rather than proposed new developments.  Most legal and practical concepts applicable 
to Good Neighbor Agreements are applicable to CBAs as well, and vice versa.  
 
The Good Neighbor Project provides extensive information and resources on Good 
Neighbor Agreements. (http://gnp.enviroweb.org.)  An excellent overview of Good 
Neighbor Agreements is the article, “Good Neighbor Agreements: A Tool For 
Environmental and Social Justice,” by Sanford Lewis, Esq., and Diane Henkels, in Social 
Justice, Volume 23, Number 4 (available online at 
www.cpn.org/cpn/sections/topics/environment/stories-studies/lewis_henkel.html). 
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Chapter Six: Other Community Benefits 
 
One of the advantages of CBAs is their flexibility: community advocates can negotiate for 
whatever benefits their particular community needs the most. In fact, when community 
groups come together over a proposed development, it is an excellent occasion to assess 
the community’s needs. This assessment – and the coalition-building that can accompany it 
– can spark organizing and advocacy well beyond any single fight.  
 
Previous chapters have described the most common benefits that many communities have 
in fact negotiated. This chapter describes other community benefits that can also be 
included in a CBA. Some of these benefits have already been won by community groups, 
while others are strong candidates for future campaigns. Advocates should be thorough 
and inclusive in assessing their community’s needs, and creative in developing new ideas.   
 
 
Job Training 
 
CBAs offer an excellent opportunity to tailor job training to the needs of employers in a 
development, and to increase training options for neighborhood residents.  CBAs can 
require employers to provide long-range information about training needs. Local job 
training organizations can then tailor their programs to fit those needs. This strategy fits 
very well with a first source program, which can refer the trained employees to the 
employers who had requested the training. This “customized job training” can be a selling 
point for tenants in the project, and helps blunt the argument that first source 
requirements drive up costs for tenants.  
 
CBAs can also require the developer to provide direct support for job training efforts, 
through financial assistance to existing job training centers serving the community, or 
through provision of space or seed money for establishment of a new job training center or 
program.  The latter approach was used in the NoHo Commons redevelopment project, 
described in Chapter Three. The NoHo Commons CBA required the developer to provide 
$10,000 as seed money for a new job training program for day laborers, with the program 
to be operated by a local nonprofit.  Service providers and advocates can use such funds as 
leverage to raise money from other public and private sources for job training. 
 
In the late 1990s, a coalition of community groups in the Los Angeles area, the Alameda 
Corridor Jobs Coalition, negotiated enforceable outreach and training requirements for a 
large construction project built in several low-income communities. A partnership of 
community-based organizations and labor groups entered into a contract with the prime 
contractor for the project, requiring training of many community residents in construction 
trades and related skills.  Hundreds of workers were trained through this program.  The 
outreach and training agreement was a component of a larger campaign that resulted in 
local hiring goals being placed in the government’s contracts with the prime contractor.  
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For more information on the Alameda Corridor negotiations and agreements, contact 
Dennis Rockway of the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles, 562-435-3501. 
 
 
Right-to-Organize Commitments 
 
Labor unions and many community groups will place a high priority on obtaining “right to 
organize” commitments from employers in new developments. Such commitments include 
“card check” agreements, which greatly simplify the process of determining whether 
employees in a particular workplace wish to unionize, and “neutrality” agreements, which 
assure that employers will not use their power over employees to dissuade them from 
forming a union.  Without such commitments, it is very easy for determined employers to 
impede unionization efforts.   
 
While advocacy for the right to organize fits naturally with advocacy for other community 
benefits, resulting commitments usually should not be incorporated into CBAs. This is 
because CBAs should become part of the developer’s agreement with the local government, 
and federal law prohibits some types of local government involvement in collective 
bargaining issues.  While there are some circumstances where right-to-organize 
commitments may be included in development agreements, the legal complexities argue 
for a cautious approach. (We strongly advise that you check with an experienced attorney 
on this issue, as this area of law is complicated and changing.)  While the campaign for 
right-to-organize commitments can be integrated with the campaign for other community 
benefits, memorializing the right-to-organize commitments in a separate document may 
avoid some legal pitfalls. 
 
These concerns should not impede aggressive advocacy on this issue, however: union jobs 
are generally good jobs, where workers have a range of benefits and protections for which 
they would not otherwise be eligible. Right-to-organize commitments can be integral to 
raising job quality in new developments.  
 
 
Affordable Housing 
 
CBAs can be used to promote affordable housing through several different approaches.  A 
lack of affordable housing – in both the rental housing market and the ownership market – 
is one of the most intractable barriers to economic development of a low-income 
community.  And in metropolitan areas where incomes are rising, preservation of affordable 
housing is an essential barrier to gentrification.  
 
Many jurisdictions have “inclusionary zoning” requirements, calling for a certain percentage 
of units in new residential developments to be “affordable.”  A typical affordability 
requirement is 10% to 15% of new units; the percentage often varies with the size of the 
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development.  Definitions of “affordable” vary widely, but are usually linked to regional 
median incomes, with the goal that households should pay no more than 30% of income 
towards rent.   
 
Many programs are mandatory for new housing developments, but some are optional quid 
pro quos, with the developer allowed to build at a higher density if it incorporates 
affordable units.  Even where there is no existing inclusionary zoning requirement 
governing a project, local governments can insist on inclusion of a certain percentage of 
affordable units as a condition of approval of a project.  
 
If a proposed development includes a residential component, community groups need to 
determine whether inclusionary requirements govern the project.  If not, then community 
groups can try to obtain a commitment through the CBA process that a certain percentage 
of the units will be affordable.  Even if affordability requirements already apply, community 
groups should consider attempting to strengthen them through a CBA for the project.  
Community groups can press for improvements to the existing requirements in many areas, 
such as: 
 

· the percentage of units that will be made affordable; 

· the definition of “affordable”;  

· the number of years after construction that the units must remain affordable; 

· whether and how the required affordable units will be integrated with the 
market-rate units; 

· number of bedrooms in affordable units;  

· whether the developer will apply for a waiver or reduction in affordability 
requirements, as is permitted in some jurisdictions; 

· whether the developer will contribute money to an affordable housing fund 
rather than building affordable units, as is permitted in some jurisdictions; 
and 

· whether the affordable units must be built at the same time as the market 
rate units. 

 
 
Even if a proposed project does not include new residential housing, community groups can 
press for the developer to fund local affordable housing programs.  This is especially 
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appropriate when the development is likely to increase rents in the area, potentially driving 
out long term residents.   
 
There are many ways that developers can provide financial support for affordable housing.  
They can contribute to nonprofit housing developers; they can also contribute to the local 
jurisdiction’s affordable housing fund.  The CBA for the Staples project used a creative 
approach whereby the developer established a revolving loan fund for use by several local 
nonprofit housing developers.  The Staples CBA provides the framework for the developer 
and these nonprofits to collaborate to produce a substantial number of affordable units in 
the next few years – perhaps more than the developer’s initial commitments regarding the 
Staples project itself.  
 
Even aside from inclusionary zoning requirements, there are many laws aimed at preserving 
and increasing the supply of affordable housing. For example, when a redevelopment 
project results in the demolition of affordable housing units, the local government entity 
overseeing that project may be required to replace those units.  Similarly, many states 
require that a portion of new tax revenue generated by redevelopment projects be 
dedicated to development of affordable housing.  While these responsibilities generally fall 
on the local government rather than the developer, community groups should understand 
these requirements when negotiating over affordable housing with the developer and the 
local government.  Community groups should work with local affordable housing advocates 
to understand the legal and financial environment and the current opportunities for 
affordable housing development.  
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 Resources on Affordable Housing 
 
Perhaps the best resources for community groups interested in affordable housing are 
local nonprofit housing developers and experienced affordable housing advocates.  Most 
communities have one or more such nonprofits, and they will be most familiar with area 
affordability requirements and other key issues.   
 
Beyond local groups, there are many national sources of information on affordable 
housing.   
 

· The nonprofit National Housing Conference contains information on 
housing policy issues in general and affordability in particular, and its 
online “Affordable Housing Clearinghouse” contains well-organized links 
to a great number of groups working on housing affordability through 
many different strategies.  (www.nhc.org)  

· The nonprofit National Low-Income Housing Coalition provides resources 
on affordable housing issues, in concert with its network of local members. 
 The NLIHC web site is another good way to find local affordable housing 
developers and advocates.  (www.nilhc.org)    

· The web site of the Innovative Housing Institute contains an overview of 
inclusionary zoning requirements around the country, and provides 
technical assistance on inclusionary zoning.  (www.inhousing.org)   

· The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development maintains many 
offices and programs devoted to expanding the nation’s supply of 
affordable housing. 
(www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/affordablehousing/index.cfm)  

 

 
 
Funding or Facilities for Community Services  
 
Every neighborhood needs funding or facilities for community services.  Developers of 
large, publicly-subsidized projects are often willing to provide space or funding for such 
services.  CBA negotiations can galvanize these commitments, can tailor them as needed, 
and can make them detailed and enforceable.   
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Community groups might press for facilities or funding for: 
 

· youth centers; 

· health clinics; 

· child care centers; 

· community centers; 

· senior centers;   

· job training programs; 

· educational programs; 

· art programs;  

· recreation facilities; or  

· other neighborhood improvement projects. 

 
The many possibilities here underscore the need for advocates to conduct a broad, inclusive 
assessment of their community’s needs, and then prioritize their goals.  Advocates should 
remember that developers are not in the business of operating these types of facilities; if 
developer commitments are not supplemented with community resources and involvement, 
they are likely to go to waste. Community groups should expect to remain involved in 
implementation and fundraising for such programs.  
 
 

Examples: Child Care Facility in NoHo Commons and Youth Center in SunQuest  
 
The CBA for the NoHo Commons redevelopment project, described in Chapter Three, 
contains the following provisions regarding an on-site child-care center. Note that the 
developer is required both to provide space within the development for the child care 
facility, and to ensure that low-income families will have access to it.  In addition, note the 
implementation role envisioned for the coalition that negotiated this agreement.  
 

Child Care Program and Facility.  The Developer agrees to plan an on-site location for a 
child care center and to enter into a lease agreement with a child care provider for use 
of that location as a child care center.  This child care center shall offer affordable, 
accessible and quality child care for both on-site employees and the surrounding 
community.  Developer in its lease with the childcare provider shall require that a 
minimum of 50 spaces shall be made available to very low, low and moderate-income 
families.  The childcare provider shall operate the site on an ongoing basis and shall 
secure government subsidies for families in need. 
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The Developer will work with the Valley Jobs Coalition and the Child Care Resource 
Center to select a quality child care provider to lease the facility. The quality and 
affordability of the child care center will be the long-term responsibility of the 
provider.  The Valley Jobs Coalition will assist the provider in fundraising and other 
efforts to maintain the quality and affordability of the child care center.   

 
The NoHo Commons CBA also required the developer to provide rent-free space for the 
development’s first source program.   
 
The CBA for the SunQuest Industrial Park Project, described in Chapter Five, requires the 
developer to build and donate to the City of Los Angeles a facility suitable for use as a 
youth center.  Unlike the NoHo Commons child care facility, the space devoted to the youth 
center will not be space within the development.  The provisions describing this 
requirement are attached as Appendix E.  Note the heavy community and government 
involvement in implementation.  
 
 
Shaping the Mix of Businesses In the Development   
 
Community groups routinely advocate for changes in the elements of a proposed 
development project, in an effort to bring desirable businesses or nonprofits into the new 
development.  This advocacy fits naturally with negotiations over a CBA.   
 
Communities often press for the inclusion of a supermarket or a bank – crucial services that 
are often lacking in low-income neighborhoods.  If locally-owned and local-serving 
businesses will be displaced by a development, then it is fair to demand space in the new 
project for at least some of these businesses. Advocates may also press for inclusion of 
space for community-serving nonprofits, at a reduced rent if possible.   
 
Because the use of space within a development directly affects the developer’s bottom line, 
community groups may have to spend a lot of their political capital to obtain this type of 
benefit.  However, these decisions will determine whether or not the development really 
serves the surrounding community, so they are worth fighting for.  A new development may 
be an unusual – or even unique – opportunity to bring a valuable business like a bank or 
supermarket to a low-income community.  The potential benefits to neighborhood 
residents are immense.  
 
Keeping out undesirable businesses can be just as important as including desirable ones.  
Community groups can push for developer commitments to exclude businesses that have a 
track record of labor violations, workplace safety violations, or environmental problems.  
These criteria can apply both to contractors hired by the developer and tenants, and to the 
developer’s selection of tenants themselves.   
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An ideal policy would prohibit contracting with or leasing to businesses based on specific, 
independently verifiable criteria, such as:  
 

· a current designation by a government entity that the business is not a 
responsible contractor or is not eligible for public contracts; 

· recent administrative or judicial findings that the business has violated labor 
or employment law; or 

· recent citations for violation of environmental laws.  

If a developer will not commit to absolute limitations on its discretion over contracting or 
leasing, it may be willing take into account considerations of business responsibility.  While 
more difficult to enforce, such a commitment will at least get the developer thinking along 
these lines.  Also helpful are requirements that businesses report on such violations, and 
that the developer report on his mix of tenants from this perspective.   
 
The CBA for the Staples project, described in Chapter Two, used a combination of these 
approaches.  See Appendix A, section VIII. 
 
 
Banking Services and Lending Assistance 
 
Most low-income communities lack adequate access to banking services, home loans and 
small business loans. This stands as a real barrier to community-friendly economic 
development.  Improved financial services can benefit individuals, families looking to 
purchase a home, small businesses, nonprofit affordable housing developers, and other 
local nonprofits.   
 
Many kinds of financial services and assistance would make good community benefits as 
part of a CBA.  
 

· Lending assistance.  Community Development Financial Institutions, or 
CDFIs, make loans that are targeted to communities, businesses, and 
nonprofits that are underserved by the traditional for-profit lending market.  
CDFIs can also guarantee loans made by private lenders, and provide 
technical assistance to loan applicants.  Developers can invest in or lend 
money to CDFIs or similar organizations that serve the neighborhoods in 
which their projects will be located.  

 
· Homeownership assistance.  Developers can support programs that help low-

income individuals to become homeowners, to repair their homes, or to 
remain in their homes when at risk of foreclosure because of predatory 
lending.   
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· Banking services.  Many low-income communities have no banking services 

whatsoever – not even an ATM.  If a development is going to include 
commercial space, bringing a bank into the community can provide a 
tremendous benefit.  

 
Good resources for information on efforts to bring capital and credit to low-income 
communities are the National Community Reinvestment Coalition (www.ncrc.org), and the 
California Reinvestment Committee (www.calreinvest.org), and the Woodstock Institute 
(www.woodstockinst.org).    
 
 
Worker Retention 
 
Some cities have “worker retention” ordinances, which provide job security to long-term 
service workers when city contracts change hands. In addition to protecting workers, these 
ordinances also prevent employers who take over city contracts from firing existing workers 
in order to “break” the union that represents those workers.     
 
CBAs can include similar protections for employees working at a new development.  Worker 
retention provisions can apply to the developer's contractors, tenants' contractors, or both. 
They can also apply to a specific tenants, such as a hotel or a theater.  This ensures that the 
service workers get to keep their jobs even when the specific hotel or theater operator 
changes – thus when a hotel changes management from a Hilton to a Sheraton, the hotel’s 
many service employees are not thrown out of work.  Security services, custodial services, 
and the like are also natural fits for worker retention requirements.  Section VII of the 
Staples CBA, attached as Appendix A, includes worker retention provisions covering 
contractors and hotel and theater employees.  
 
 
Local Businesses and Affirmative Action in Contracting 
 
Publicly subsidized development projects provide unique opportunities for businesses in 
low-income neighborhoods.  Occasionally, laws provide that business opportunities arising 
in a subsidized development be targeted to businesses displaced by the development, or to 
small businesses in the surrounding neighborhood; HUD’s “Section Three” program 
requires such efforts in some cases.  However, these requirements and business 
opportunities are rarely realized.   
 
Community groups can use the CBA process to require efforts to target business 
opportunities to neighborhood businesses.  These efforts can pertain to: service contracts, 
such as security, landscaping, or custodial services; and supply contracts.  Even a single 
contract can bump a small local business up from a previous level, giving it a track record 
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on a project of larger size.  In addition, contract awards to a local business can produce a 
bigger “multiplier effect,” as locally-owned businesses are more likely to hire local workers 
and to reinvest profits in the community.  While there are some legitimate concerns about 
such programs, particularly in the construction industry, in many situations business 
opportunities will nonetheless be a high priority for community advocates.  
 
There are a great many models for programs to help certain businesses obtain contracts.  
Hundreds of jurisdictions have had or still maintain affirmative action programs in public 
contracting; many large corporations have programs promoting diversity in contracts they 
award; and all levels of government have programs targeting small businesses for contract 
awards.   
 
Approaches used in these programs vary widely.  Many programs use some combination of 
required elements, such as requirements that businesses awarding contracts must: 
 

· notify local contracting organizations of contracting opportunities; 
· assist local businesses in bid preparation; 
· break large contracts down into smaller contracts;  
· make good faith efforts to award contracts to local businesses; and 
· attempt to meet percentage goals for local business awards. 

 
Contracting programs can present special concerns and tensions in the construction 
industry. The construction industry has unique processes for hiring workers and for 
awarding contracts and subcontract, making advocacy in this area difficult and specialized.  
 
Many small contractors do not employ union workers or pay union wages and benefits. 
Building trades and worker advocates are rightly concerned that contracting programs that 
steer work to these contractors will drag down wages and benefits for workers. They argue 
that providing jobs to community members is of questionable value if the jobs pay low 
wages, provide no employee benefits, and provide little training.  
 
Tensions arise because some representatives of low-income communities feel that few 
individuals from their communities are involved in the unionized construction referral 
system.  They argue that without efforts to involve local businesses, large union contractors 
will perform the construction contracts, and, while wages might be good, these wages will 
be going to current union members rather than to workers from their community.  
 
These opposing views present a false dichotomy.  To the extent that construction 
contractors in low-income communities are not union contractors, they can be brought into 
the union system.  Many small construction contractors lack experience with union referral 
and pension systems, and would benefit from special efforts to bring them in.  More union 
construction contractors can only lead to more power for workers.  
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Similarly, to the extent that individuals from low-income communities are not well-
represented in certain construction trades, efforts can be made to bring them into the 
system as well.  Many labor unions and devoted advocates have developed creative and 
successful programs to expand union membership in particular communities.  
 
Many of these issues can be resolved through cooperative efforts and through a 
combination of related requirements and initiatives.  Depending on the priorities of 
community groups and worker advocates, these may include: 
 

· prevailing wage requirements, which require decent wages and benefits and 
prevent contractors from underbidding each other by cutting wages; 

· project labor agreements, which establish a common set of work rules, 
working conditions, hiring practices and settlement dispute mechanisms, 
usually with the stipulation that there will be no strikes by the unions or 
lockouts by management; 

· local contracting programs, accompanied by assistance to local contractors in 
complying with project wage requirements and new systems; and 

· efforts to bring community members into established union apprenticeship 
programs.   

 
A combination of these approaches may enable small local construction contractors to 
develop their businesses while maintaining good wage levels for the project and bringing 
many new contractors and workers into the union system.  Cooperation and openness by 
all parties is key.  
 
Even if all these efforts are agreed upon, a local construction contracting program can be 
difficult to implement even for a single project.  Prime contractors have very close 
relationships with their subcontractors, and are often loath to work with new ones.  
Advocates for local construction contractors will have the best chance of success if they 
have the developer on board before the developer has selected a prime contractor, so that 
the developer makes sure that the prime contractor it chooses has a real commitment to 
work with local businesses.  This is an area where the personal efforts of key individuals can 
be more valuable than the most detailed written policy.   

 
Efforts to assist service and supply contractors are less complex.  Developers may be open 
to using local contractors to provide security and other services or supplies related to the 
development.  These ongoing contracts can be excellent opportunities for local 
businesses.   Developers may be somewhat more reluctant to apply contracting 
requirements to their tenants, but community groups can certainly press on this issue.   
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 Labor-Community Partnerships in the Construction Industry 
 
There are several examples around the country of creative and effective partnerships 
between building trades and community organizations.  For information on some of 
these programs, contact: 
 

· Houston Drayton, consultant on Seattle-area PLAs, 206-988-5694  
· Martin Trimble, Washington (DC) Interfaith Network, 202-518-0815 
· Amaha Kassa, East Bay Alliance for a Sustainable Economy,   

510-893-7106 
· Paul Sonn, Brennan Center for Justice (New York), 212-998-6328 

 
Also, see generally the High Road Partnerships Project of the AFL-CIO’s Working for 
America Institute (http://www.workingforamerica.org/highroad/index.htm). 
 

 
 
As with the construction industry, there are concerns that efforts to assist small, local 
businesses in obtaining service and supply contracts will lead to lower wages and benefits, 
as larger businesses often have better compensation packages for their workers.  As with 
construction, however, the focused efforts can help bring small businesses into the union 
system, providing protection for workers while still keeping business opportunities local.  
 
All policies assisting local businesses should have a clear limit on the size of the businesses 
that can benefit.  This limitation will help protect policies from legal challenges.  It will also 
prevent large businesses that are part of the new development from becoming unintended 
beneficiaries of a local contracting policy.   
 
Just about everything mentioned in this section regarding local contracting applies as well 
to efforts to benefit minority- and woman-owned businesses, with one caveat: there are 
special legal concerns related to affirmative action.  The limitations on race-conscious 
efforts by government are very strict; therefore, the more closely the local government is 
involved in CBA negotiations, the riskier an affirmative action policy becomes.  The legal 
obstacles are less severe if the government is not involved in CBA negotiations, but they still 
exist.  Programs that target local contractors will in many cases achieve the same important 
goals of affirmative action programs, with less legal risk.   
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 Chapter Seven: Monitoring and Enforcement  
 
 
Commitments to provide community benefits often go unfulfilled.  Difficulties in monitoring 
and enforcement are a widespread problem.  CBAs are an attempt to address this problem, 
both by memorializing developer commitments in writing and by enabling community 
groups to enforce them, rather than having to rely on local governments.    
 
For a CBA to succeed in this role, community groups must pay careful attention during 
negotiations to how each community benefit will be monitored and enforced.  For each 
developer commitment in a CBA, community groups should make sure that the CBA 
contains answers to the following questions: 
 

· What is the time frame for the commitment to be fulfilled?  

· Who will monitor performance? 

· How and when will information on performance be made available?  

· What will happen if the commitment is not fulfilled?  

These are not easy issues to discuss in the context of negotiations over community benefits. 
 An emphasis on the details of monitoring and enforcement does not help create a trusting, 
collaborative atmosphere during negotiations.  Some monitoring and enforcement 
provisions are off-putting because they are so complex and technical, and they generally 
require legal expertise.   
 
Nonetheless, community groups need to make effective monitoring and enforcement 
provisions a priority. Developers who resist sensible and effective monitoring and 
enforcement systems are developers whose commitments may reasonably be questioned.  
 
Chapter Four contains detailed information about monitoring and enforcing targeted hiring 
programs.  
 
 
Time Frame 
 
Every benefit described in a CBA should have a clearly defined time frame.  Many 
community benefits are “front-end” commitments that are intended to be fulfilled as soon 
as it is clear that the development is actually going forward (for example, financial 
contributions for improved neighborhood services). Developers will want some assurance 
that community groups will not attempt to hold them to these commitments if the project 
falls through.  Front-end benefits should be provided by a date at which it is clear that the 
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development is moving forward, such as the date construction commences, or the date a 
certificate of occupancy is issued. 
 
Benefits concerning a developer’s selection of tenants should have time frames tied to the 
date the developer enters into lease agreements.  A good example of this language is the 
following provision from the “Living Wages” section of the NoHo Commons CBA described 
in Chapter Three.   
 

b. Coalition Meeting with Prospective Tenants.  At least 30 days 
before signing a lease agreement or other contract for space within the 
Proposed Development, the Developer will arrange and attend a meeting 
between the Coalition and the prospective Tenant, if the Coalition so requests. 
 At such a meeting, the Coalition and the Developer will discuss with the 
prospective Tenant the Living Wage Incentive Program and the Health 
Insurance Trust Fund, and will assist the Coalition in encouraging participation 
in these programs.  If exigent circumstances so require, such a meeting may 
occur less than 30 days prior to the signing of a lease agreement; however, in 
such cases the meeting shall be scheduled to occur on the earliest possible 
date and shall in any event occur prior to the signing of the lease agreement or 
other contract.  

 
Other benefits can be provided only after the project is built, such as living wages and local 
hiring.  While these benefits generally don’t need a particular “start date,” developers may 
want these benefits to expire at a certain time – perhaps five or ten years from the opening 
of the development.  If community groups agree to such a time limit, it should be clearly 
described in the CBA.  
 
 
Monitoring 
 
Community groups should consider how each benefit in a CBA will be monitored.  Financial 
commitments and other one-time benefits are probably the easiest aspects of a CBA to 
monitor. Much more challenging are ongoing tenant commitments, such as living wage and 
local hiring requirements.  The most effective approaches include affirmative reporting 
requirements as well as the ability to investigate complaints of noncompliance.   
 
Required reports should be no less frequent than once a year, should be publicly available, 
and should be due by a particular date each year.  A developer might be required to file 
with the city council a report on a year’s wage levels at the development by April 30th of the 
succeeding year.  Tenants can be subject to similar requirements, or can be required to 
submit information to the developer in time for the developer’s report.  
 
Community groups should not simply rely on reports from the developer and tenants.  
Reports need to be verifiable, and complaints need to be investigated.  These tasks can be 
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very tricky, however.  Developers and tenants will be reluctant to let community groups 
inspect records of their wages and hiring decisions. But if developers are making a 
commitment to community groups, the community groups need a reliable way to 
determine whether that commitment is being fulfilled.   
 
One possible compromise is to empower local government officials to verify reports and/or 
investigate complaints.  If the CBA has been folded into a development agreement, then the 
developer’s commitments have been made to the local government as well, and a 
governmental monitoring role is a natural fit.  This approach is difficult (or in some cases 
impossible) if the CBA is not part of a development agreement. In addition, community 
groups will always prefer the ability to monitor performance themselves, rather than having 
to rely on the local government. This approach may be a workable compromise on a 
difficult issue, however.   
 
There is no one-size-fits-all approach to monitoring community benefits.  However the 
details play out, community groups should never settle for a monitoring system where 
performance reports are not verifiable by anyone.  This is an area that will benefit from 
creative approaches and collaborative problem-solving during the negotiation process.  
 
 
Enforcement by community groups 
 
Community groups entering into CBAs can and should have the ability to enforce CBAs 
against the developer in court.  While most contracts have some provisions for recovery of 
money damages against a party violating the agreement, community groups will generally 
be more concerned with ensuring that promised benefits are in fact provided.  Community 
groups should therefore ensure that CBAs recognize the right to ask for a court order 
requiring the developer to honor commitments contained in the CBA.  
 
It is much more difficult for community groups to maintain the ability to directly enforce 
CBA commitments on tenants and contractors of a development.  (See box on Legal Issue: 
the “Flow-down” problem.)  Developers may be resistant to asking their tenants and 
contractors to open themselves up to lawsuits by community groups.  However, if the 
developer is really agreeing to impose these commitments on tenants and contractors, 
there needs to be a way for community groups to enforce them.   
 
The only alternative to direct enforcement against the tenants and contractors is to make 
the developer responsible for the behavior of tenants and contractors.  Again, CBAs should 
be clear that the developer is subject to court orders to fulfill its commitments and cannot 
escape by paying money damages.  All these enforcement issues require close attention 
from an attorney trusted by community groups.  
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 Legal Issue: The “Flow-Down” Problem 
 
Lawyers drafting a CBA need to pay particular attention to language in the CBA that will 
bind parties other than the developer: developer’s contractors and tenants, various 
subcontractors, entities to whom the developer sells land, and so forth.  Making 
commitments by these entities enforceable can be complex.    
 
Some community benefits require action by such entities via “links” in a contractual 
“chain.”  Take the example of a CBA that includes mandatory living wage provisions 
covering all businesses working at the development.  The chain of contracts might  work 
as follows: the community groups enter into a CBA with the developer, which enters into 
a lease agreement with a tenant, which hires a contractor to provide custodial services, 
which hires a subcontractor to perform a particular task.   
 
If community groups hope to require that subcontractor to pay a certain wage to its 
employees, then the CBA needs to contain detailed and well-thought-out “flow down” 
language.   The CBA needs to set up a system whereby (1) each business is informed of 
and agrees to the substantive requirements that apply to it, (2) each business agrees that 
it will include these requirements in other contracts it enters into, and (3) each business 
agrees that community groups, the local government, or affected individuals can enforce 
the requirements.  
 
The CBA needs to provide strict penalties for businesses that fail to do this.  Any break in 
the contractual “chain” will make CBA requirements unenforceable against some 
businesses working in the development.   
 

 
 
 
Enforcement by Local Government 
 
CBAs should always become part of a development agreement with the local jurisdiction 
providing the subsidy.  If the local jurisdiction intends to provide the subsidy without any 
written agreement with the developer, community groups should encourage the 
jurisdiction to initiate one.  
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Inclusion of a CBA in the development agreement greatly assists in the enforcement of the 
CBA.  While community groups should certainly ensure that they can directly enforce the 
developer’s commitments, the threat of government enforcement may be much more 
powerful to a developer.  Development agreements generally contemplate a wide variety of 
enforcement measures, and cities have the experience and resources necessary to take 
these measures – when they have the political inclination to do so.  
 
In addition, government may be able to fold enforcement of some community benefits into 
existing administrative systems.  For example, if a city has a living wage policy, making 
living wage commitments in a CBA enforceable through the city’s administrative system is 
an obvious step.  Ideally this can be a system where affected individuals, such as workers in 
the development, can take complaints of noncompliance.  
 
The only community benefits that generally should not become part of a development 
agreement are those for which there are clear restrictions on local governmental action, 
such as “card check” agreements and affirmative action programs; community groups have 
wider flexibility than local governments in entering into contracts in these areas.  
 
On all issues, however, community groups signing CBAs should embrace their ability to 
enforce developer commitments.  The core principle of a CBA is that each side’s 
commitments are legally enforceable by the other side.  Community groups signing a CBA 
thus have the legal power to require the developer to provide the community benefits as 
described in the CBA, and careful drafting will make this possibility more than an abstract 
one.   
 
Hopefully, it will be a rare case where community-based organizations actually need to take 
legal action because a developer violates a CBA.  Open communication and good-faith 
efforts to work out problems – backed by the ability to take legal action if necessary – 
should solve most CBA compliance issues.   
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Conclusion: Turning Project Victories Into Citywide Policies 
 
As effective as community groups in Los Angeles have been in negotiating recent CBAs, 
project-by-project negotiations are not an ideal approach. Community groups should not 
have to identify upcoming projects, mobilize coalitions, and fight the same battles over and 
over again. In the long run, such an approach is too resource-intensive to be effective for 
anything but the largest and most prominent development projects. Many smaller 
subsidized projects will inevitably go forward without appropriate community involvement.  
 
Ideally, cities should make a community needs assessment and baseline community benefits 
part of every subsidized project. A citywide policy for subsidized projects could do just that. 
 This would promote uniformity, avoid lengthy and repetitious project-by-project battles, 
and ensure that all subsidized projects in a given jurisdiction provide some basic 
community benefits. A push for a citywide community benefits policy also provides a 
valuable opportunity for coalition-building and strengthening of organizing networks.  
 
Many types of benefits seem appropriate as across-the-board requirements for all projects 
of certain types. Payment of living wages should be required every time the public 
subsidizes employers. Strong inclusionary zoning requirements should be imposed every 
time the public subsidizes a housing developer. Targeted hiring requirements should be 
imposed every time a subsidized development is being built in a low-income neighborhood. 
These community benefits, and perhaps others as well, should be seen as basic 
responsibilities of a developer receiving public subsidies.  
 
Once these basic requirements are incorporated, project-specific and community-specific 
needs should be considered as well.  For all subsidized projects above a certain threshold, 
cities should require a community needs assessment before the project can go forward.  A 
citywide community benefits policy can thus establish a range of baseline benefits, and, just 
as important, require a process whereby community needs are assessed and considered.   
 
Citywide community benefits policies are a natural evolution from the many existing 
citywide policies that focus on specific issues, such as living wages or affordable housing.  
Now that many cities have issue-specific policies – and community groups are building a 
track record of project-specific CBAs – citywide community benefits policies are the logical 
next step in the accountable development movement.  
 
Many complicated issues face the community groups that will press for citywide policies in 
the coming years.  Prioritizing goals within a broad coalition is always a challenge.  Any 
citywide policy will have to include waiver provisions that are flexible enough to allow for 
use in a wide variety of developments, while remaining narrow enough that the exceptions 
do not swallow the rule.  And there is always the challenge of convincing government 
officials to adopt broad reforms.  
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We strongly encourage advocates throughout the country to be creative in designing and 
implementing an accountable development agenda in their own communities.  The mixture 
of community needs, political opportunities, and institutional barriers will be different in 
every city.  LAANE’s experience in Los Angeles demonstrates that in the right circumstances, 
determined and thoughtful organizing can bring terrific community benefits, 
commensurate with the taxpayer subsidies given for development.  
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